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’This is my story,
Timorese woman tells of Indonesian oppression
By Terri K. Milner
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
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Isabel Galhos recounts the experiences of her youth to the 200 plus students and guests
that packed the engineering auditorium Wednesday night.

Complaints
against S.J.
cops increase
By Kimberly Lemke
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The number of complaints filed
against San Jose Police officers rose
27 percent last year. According to the
city of San Jose Independent Police
Auditor.
The auditor’s year-end report stated that 581 complaints were received
by their office last year. Of the complaints filed, 242 were citizen -initiated, as compared to 176 in the previous year.
The total number of complaints
also includes: police department -initiated complaints, which are formal
complaints issued by the Office of the
(Thief of police: informal complaints,

which are categorized as minor trans
gressions on the part of An officer.
procedural complaints or complain!,
concerning doubts about the legm
macy of a police officer’s actions dm
ing 311 investigation; And policy com
plaints, which pertain to an estali
fished policy of the police depart men!
that a complainant feels is inappro
priate or invalid.
The categories into which I iii
complaints are placed include Ms
crimination and harassment, rude
conduct, unlawful arrest and it notli
cer like conduct.
The auditor’s report stairs Mai
(.115’ Amin I )isiriei 3, itl which San
See Police, page 3

East Timor. after being a Ponuguese colony
fin 455 years, was independent fin exactly nine
days.
’I’hen Indonesia invaded.
In the nearly 22 years of Indonesian occupation that followed, one-third of its population has perished, resulting in the worst proportional genocide since World War II.
Isabel Galhos, three years old when the
invasion occurred in I 975, spent I 9 years at
the heart of this massacre in her home of the
capital city of 1)M.
During this time. Cantos had two brothers
killed. 11cr third brother was tortured while in
prison by having all his fingernails pulled off.

Galhos was in such constant fear of rape that
she would not take her clothes off to go to bed
at night. She defected to Canada under the
guise it spreading pro. Indonesiapropoganda
in I 99,t.
Galhos was on campus Wednesday night to
tell her story in the speech "Repression by Rape
and Sierilit At ion: A Courageous Woman
Speaks Out- in the SJSU Engineering
Auditorium.
"This country is beautiful," said Galhos,
who is in the United States for the first time
and has been speaking English for only a little
over a year. "People cannot see the beauty anymore that used to be so apparent in East
Timor. Now it is a place of fear, suspicion and
unhappy people."
Galhos paints a grim picture of the country

Medicinal marijuana, once the
black sheep of the medical community, is starting to become accepted as a
legitimate nut hi ul of treatment.
If a bill proposed by Sen. John
Vasconcellos, I ) Santa Clara, manages to pass through the assembly anti
ultimately Gov. Wilson, 52,000,000
1)e allocated
itt researt it money Will
to the rincersitv of ..ilifornia for
medical 111.01111MM reseal’, 11
The proposed bill. whose language
was released earlier this week, will be
introduced as a ’senate hill heli
The bill will nit only allot ate
money for researc 11 hut will clarify
sonic of the controversial portions of
Proposition 11 S. which passed in the
general election in November,
"A research program is vital," said
Dale (iieringer from the National

American
style
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Above: Penny Dionne and Sue Snowhawk sit and
enjoy drinks at Lavender Liquids located at the Billy
DeFrank Community Center. Dionne and Snowhawk
have been partners for the last three years and plan
to make Valentine’s a special day this year.

Gays, lesbians find
ways to celebrate
By Yasko Aglawa
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
St. Valentine’s Day is when you can freely
express your love. 1 lowest’’’. 1hill IS not so for
some people.
I low gay And lesbian couples celebrate the day
is about the SAME’ AS heterosexual couples, bm
where they celebrate it is a big diffelem c
"We live in the t !Mei." said Wir,r,sy
director ill iiilinschlir services AI ’,An lose ’0A1,,
Iniversity She is n1 years old and thinks of her
Sell As .1 ran. ex.miple of a lesbian het AliSc Slli

Organization for the Refiirmation il
Marijuana Laws. "The bill will force
them (the government) to stop dickering around with pot. It’s stupid."
Ron Low, deputy press secretary
for Gov. Wilson, said their office has
not had an adequate opportunity to
review the new bill, and it would be
premature for him iii comment on
the spec tts of the hill I lowlier, he
said the governor’s position on meth
cinal marijuana hasn’t hanged.
"(Ms,. Wilson has opposed
Prop.2 I S from the SLIM that hAS 1101
changed," 1.0%! Said. "IS lntartjiiana is
a controlled substance banned by the
federal government."
lie said the governor agrees with
II )A that RlArlillAtlA has no null
icinal value.
The language of the bill tails for
the University of California to c rear,

Editorial
14i need to better
monitor the actions of
our notion’s leaders
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Condom survey
Students polled on
if the) use condoms
or other contruceprives

See Tibet, page 3

Love

Bill would allow
pot research
By Aaron Williams
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

she said she still loves. One where no more
than two people can gather at a time for
Indonesian fear of organized resistance, where
no one can leave their house after 8 p.m.,
where families are forced to kill one another,
women are raped en masse, resistors are burned
repeatedly with cigarettes and thousands of
people herded up and kept in concentration
camps.
"This is my story, but I assure you that it is
the typical story of every Timorese family,"
Galhos said to begin her discussion. "They
have never had the same opportunity to speak
for themselves like I have. That’s the kind of
thing that we’re still fighting for."
Galhos has toured repeatedly across Canada

CAM(’ 0111 211 (cult .1g1,

"The dill,-, ri is with whom we share it,
who we liii it’ll ill and how they can be Isola!
iseilse!!
See

Couples, page 5

Places to
find love
By Andrew flussey
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

See Marijuana, page 6

Love is in the air, the sun is shining brighter,
birds are singing with spec ial urgent y And in case
you missed all the hype...Valentine’s I )ay is today
It’s a day lo roleSS your love to that spec ial
someone, to show milt undying affection with

Monday
Results from this
weekend’s Spartan
Kick-off Softball
Tournament at
Twin Creeks

gilts

day is limed upon
still want to make the
eflort to make that significant other feel special.
Fortunately, ori this day, there is something hir
everyone. Sit no matter how much time you have
and 110 111.111er how much you can Afford, you arc
sure to find something to do that will prove to
your amour how much you care.
Others, while

reeling Ihis

(he’ll Will10111 [licit i 01001h

Page 4

See Getaways, page 5

UNLV falls
Left: A couple take a stroll along the railroad
tracks that run through Kelley Park in San Jose.
Kelley Park offers an old-town San Jose museum,
a rose garden and waterways to enjoy.

Spartan women’s
basketball downs
UNlY 70 - 60
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Citizens lack interest in Clinton’s role in Whitewater
There s another development in the
Whitewater cast, but chances are very
few Americans even know or care
ernrugh to be interested.
To bring everyone up to speed, James
McDougal, one of President Clinton’s close
friends and up to this point, one of his
staunchest defenders in the Whitewater
investigation, has decided to recant testimony from his criminal trial last year and has
tried to implicate Clinton for an illegal loan.
To Clinton and those close to
Whitewater, McDougal’s change of heart
might be important, or it might be insignificant. It may have no effect on the

Whitewater investigation.
And it’s a safe bet that most people will
pay little attention to McDougal’s actions
or be able to proficiently explain the basics
of the investigation.
Regardless of whether Clinton is guilty of
any of the allegations in Whitewater, people
should pay more than passing attention to
the story.
It’s an important story, one that bears
noticing by more people than just members
of the national press.
Clinton is the leader of this country. It he
is involved in something that may question
his ethics, it should be the obligation of every

Guest Editorial
citizen to be as informed as possible of the
developments.
While the investigation probably will not
have any kind of bearing on Clinton’s presidency
since election time already has
come and gone a little more attention by
our nation’s citizens could have made the
difference in who was sworn in at January’s
inauguration ceremony.
look at what happened in another
Washington, D.C. scandal. I ’he Watergate

scandal of the Nixon presidency opened the
eyes of many to the importance of keeping
close watch on the Oval Office and stressed
the reasons why even the president is not
above reproach.
Had people paid more attention to the
Watergate stories before the 1972 election,
the nation might not have had to suffer the
embarrassment of the scandal or watch its
leader resign in shame.
By resisting the urge to turn the page to
the advice columns and comic strips every
time some mention of presidential politics is
made, Nixon may not have been re-elected.
We’re not questioning Clinton’s ethics,

over

Andrew

Davis is a Spartan Ihttly .Ctalf Winter
In column appears every other Friday

’X-Files’ takes over America
Faded lights, creeping shadows and A II eerie
whistling tune stitches the mood of
paranoia tightly together. FACCS,
filled with wonder and anxiety, hover
around the room, lit only by a faded blue
light as they gaze at a box with flashing
images. In front of them, a man points at
an object flying across the sky. A ghostly
figure walks down the corridor. A Man
and woman enter a room, their flashlights cutting through the darkness. A
cloudy sky over a darkened landscape,
quiet except for the sudden finality of the
whistling tune.
Then the mantra appears, die one
that explains everything from the JEK
assassination to cattle mutilations to
hibernating serial killers:
"The truth is out there."
Every Sunday, millions of Americans sit in huddled
groups together, watching each episode of "The X Files" their faces filled with a religious awe that was
usually only present in churches on this day. It is fitting
that "Ilie X -Files" appears Sundays, because it is altnost
another religion to its fans.
I am one of those fans. There is only one show I will
not miss every week, come fiery Armageddon or CALIcalysmic Ragnarok. Every Sunday, I am there in the
front room in my dorm where the big-screen television
is, along with at least a dozen other people. WAR lung
Fill agents Fox Mulder and I /ana Scully hum down die
newest bizarre menace.
Not since "Twin Peaks" has il 010W had slit h it loyal,
mainstream cult following. While "Peaks" lost its edge
in its last season because of a dragging storyline further
bogged down by pointless weirdness, "The X -Files" is
gathering steam as more fans catch on to it worldwide.
Diehard fans, called X-Philes, already have a name
for themselves. ’liters. are dozens of "X Files" web sites
where fans plug in their electronic bytes. Some sites
simply list episode summaries, others feature fans trying
to guess where the show will pi, and there is the one
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Students further the
cause of safe sex

Finding out if your car
needs a new battery
amount of shouting obscenities, banging on
No[lie sieering wheel or slamming the door will
tiring your dead car back to life.
So step back, take a deep breath and look at the situation logically like our friend Romey Sabalius. His 1988
Jeep runs fine after he jump-starts it, but won’t start
under its own power. So he turned to me, The Car Guy.
Well, Romey, a car only needs its battery to get
things started. After that, the engine generates the power
it needs by turning the alternator. When an engine
won’t turn over without a
jump, but runs line afterward,
A bad battery is usually the CUIprit.
SFS ,
There are many reasons
why A battery poops Mit.
Primarily, though, they get old
like people do and run out of
oomph, get cranky and emit a
(licking sound when asked to
THE CAR GUY
turn over.
By Andrew W.
Unlike people, your batDavis
tery can be tested for you free
of charge at most auto parts
stores.
You can either drive your car to the store--where it
will not start again and you’ll be obligated to buy a new
battery--or you can remove the battery yourself and carry
it in.
Be very careful when removing and transporting the
battery, however, as it is a heavy plastic Case filled with
acid, of which A single drop will ruin any carpeting/clothing/consumables it touches.
I have personally ruined a floormat by setting a hat ,,,,,,,...,retpoogrAtntriomossisz tery directly on it, so I
speak from experience
when I tell you to put the
battery on newspaper,
inside a plastic bag, in a
When an
cardboard box, etc.
You may find that the
engine won’t
battery itself just needs a
tune-up or it might not
turn
even be the battery at all.
without a
You won’t know until you
take it to a trained profesjump,
sional or an auto parts
r lurk, whichever is handier.
but runs fine
Well. I’m glad to see
this column has finally gotafterward, a
ten started, like Romey’s
bad battery
Imp. But unlike the Peep,
column needs VITIT
is usually the the
help to keep it running
smoothly. Everybody has
culprit.
car questions, but you arc.
one of the chosen few who
has access to their very own
Car Guy (free of charge,
anyway).
So give me A holler either in person, through a letter
to the I /ally or Al TITCA11;11y0/1 lull Mail.com. Be sure to
Illl IlIlle Vcm, make and model of your sir (and you, if
you like) and any other information you think I ought to
know. Yolir wallet, Vont* tar and I will all thank you for
it.

nor drawing any real comparisons between
Nixon and Clinton. We’re not implying that
Clinton has committed any wrongdoing.
However, we do believe that his actions
could tell volumes about how he performs As
president. When the people choose to ignore
these actions, they have ceased performing
their duties as citizens.
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where fans write erotic slum stories depicting everything from Mulder and Scully having sex
to Mulder and Krychek taking up some
intense male -bonding. There is the X-File
comic book and role-playing card game.
hook at the magazine rack and you’ll find
either David Duchovny (Mulder) or
Gillian Anderson (Scully) on a cover.
Why is this show so popular? The
answer goes all the way to the JFK assassination. We no longer trust our government. "The X -Files" feeds off of our mistrust and plays up to it. Its world is populated by A shadowy government that will
do anything to hide the truth. Every fan
tingles with delight when they see the
creepy representative of this shadow governnient, known only as the Cancer Man, who blows
large wisps of smoke its the air from his cigarette, further obscuring the truth.
Furthermore, "The X -Files" exploits the superstitious
nature of American society. We deny that we are superstitious, but why are there no 13th floors in buildings?
Watching "The X -Files" is like sharing A religion
filled with a collection of characters that defy imagination. There is Toms. the serial killer who devours the
livers of victims every 50 years after he hibernates in a
cocoon. There is the killer who feasts on the cancer
within his victims to regenerate wounds ranging from
decapitation to a severed hand. ’Ebert. Are parasitic
worms ’hat drive people into killers. There is alien
DNA being spliced into cattle beef products. And, there
art. the "Conspiracy" episodes. featuring a government
that wants no one to know extraterrestials exist.
America has gone voluntarily into this frightening
and dark world that just might be all too real. Ehe only
thing lighting the way in the twisting darkness are
Mulder and Scully, walking into the unknown with
only their flashlights arid wits to guide the way.
Shane Lewis is a Spartan Daily Columnist.
His column appears every Friday.

Andrew Hussey is a Spartan Daily Staff’ Writer
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erect penis,
place the rolled condom on the at the tip,
leaving about a half inch space
and squeeze any air out of the tip. Roll the
condom down to the base of the penis, taking care to
smooth out any air bubbles that may form. Have fun."
National Condom Week is upon us. If you didn’t
know this, you’re blind because there is a six-foot penis
punching bag sitting in the Student Union. It hurts just
thinking about the abuse that poor guy must get.
Besides being a great way to spread the word about
safe sex and the value of contraceptives, National
Condom Week succeeds in getting people to loosen up
and talk about what can sometimes be a sensitive subject.
You only have to go as far as
the Condom Central table in
the Student Union to see this.
Alsl.
ran.
Once students stop joking
about the giant penis, they
realise that the peer health
educators are serious about
what they are doing and are
willing to answer any and all
questions. By the way, my
WRITER’S FORUM
By Andrew
name suggestion for the penis,
Hussey
"Dick," was duly ignored.
But this brings up a point.
With the apparent success of
National Condom Week, students should consider giving other, lesser-known contraceptives a little more publicity, maybe even a week of their very own.
The following are just a few ideas for activities and
events which would further spread the good word about
safe sex:
National Abstinence Week. During this week, college students across die country can meet in lecture halls
and talk about everything except sex. Afterward, they
will all file into the bathroom and masturbate.
Female
National
Condom Week. In celebration of this week,
Once
there could be female
races. This
students stop condomnotsackonly
provide
would
joking about
hours of viewing pleasure
but would also prove the
the giant
durability of the female
condom.
penis, they
*National Spermicide
Week. This week’s main
realize that
event would see students
the peer
coating themselves with
spermicidal Jelly, after
health
which they would run
lump onto a Slip ii educators are and
Slide that shoots them
serious about headfirst IWO .1 giant,
foam uterus. You may
what they are want
to approach administration with some caudoing ...
tion on this one as they
may not sec the educational value oft large piece of female anatomy sitting on
the campus lawn.
While these ideas will probably (hopefully) never get
implemented, they do prove that with a fertile imagination and enough determination, students can further
the cause of safe sex. So until you see me running across
the lawn covered in spermicidal jelly, keep unrolling
those condoms properly.

i.

expmss thenieelves on the Opinion
page with a Letter to the Editor or
Campus Viewpoint
A Letter to the Kditor is 2111).
word response to an issue ’Sr point
of view thus ha, appeared in (to’

Spartan Dully
A Campus Viewpoint is a 45.1.
word es.tay on current cainpue,
political TTnumiu.I IPI110.4
Sulanuetions heroine tlx priorSy of the Spartan lints
may ia
edited for thinly draninier, brad
and length Submission., must
contain the authiies name,
address, phone number, rignse
Sure and major.

ntay he put in tin.
Letters to the editor to., at the
Spartan Ittuls ’tHu.’ in Dwight
Rental flail Rom 209, writ by fax
to 1.10ti. 924.3’237 or mailed to the
Spartan Daily ()pinion Mont.
School of Journalioni and MarOl

Communnations, Sari
State
I .niversit v. line Wisiihingit on
Square. San .1.no., CA 951924/149

&Uteri e la are written by, and
Sr. the consensus of, the
Spartan lbsily editors, not the
staff.
Published mimuv and adver-

tisements dr not neceseenly reflect
Shun view, ofthe Spartan Daily, ihe
School of Journalimm anti Mask
Communications or SitS1J.

Standing up for educational freedom
ti is
the
N,,oppression of SISL by
he (’.5.gocern
’slsl
funding is threatened
because it doesn’t WATT to give
as r ess mu a disc rim ’moon’ wpm/MIMI due R() I C.
I .1,1 ,Atigust, Mir MilittitstitMinded wiYernment passed the
solomon Amendment, which
forces universities and colleges to
help produce cannonball f’ocider
or lose federal funding. Which
"defense"
contra, Mr Ii, IlliCd
politician was responsible tor this
travesty of democracy?
The reason I used quotes is

Letters to the Editor
that "defense" department is a
misnomer for the U.S. military.
In my lifetime, the U.S. has
overtly invaded Korea, Vietnam,
Panama, Grenada and Iraq. It has
militarily interfered in Nicaragua,
Guatemala. Iran and Chile. the
military should be renamed the
Offense Department.
rhe militan, and its allies are
forcing our educational institutions to help produce killers and
agents of oppression by threatening to take AWAY funding if thee

don’t. It’s time to stand up for
educational
frcedrm
from
oppression. Write, phone, fax
and e-mail your "government
representatives"
senators, representatives
and demand an
end to this militaristic intrusion
into our schools.
Or we could demand that universities and colleges that don’t
provide space lot institutions that
teach peacemaking and conflict
resolution be similarly eliminated
from funding.
Ed Obenveiser
journalism

Valentine’s Day not just a day of love for couples
is wrong with celWhat
ebrating love? Love is
an ability which can
be shared with evenliody, anytime and can be returned. No
one ever said Valentine’s Day is a
holiday that can only be shared
by couples. No one ever needs to
spend a lot of money to celebrate
a day like Valentine’s Day.
When we were younger, we
passed out Valentine’s to every-

one in the classroom. We
brought Snoopy cards and candies that said, "Be mine."
Nowadays, the candies say,
"Page me," and out friends aren’t
all at the UM school. My friends
that went away for college send
me cards to celebrate the day and
to say they are thinking of me. It
makes me smile and reminds me
that they are still my friends.
Some guys say it is a girl’s hol-

iday. But Valentine’s Day is a
chance to show to each other that
they are appreciated and special.
So don’t bring down a holiday
that celebrates a feeling that
makes the world go round.
Instead, use the day to give a little love to those you Cafe about.
Brenda Capito
Accounting
Sophomore
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Come celebrate Condom
Week
Celebrate Condom Week with Delta Sigma Pi
today by buying condom roses for your loved one on
Valentine’s Day. The fraternity will be selling the
heartfelt keepsakes in front of the Student Union
from 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. For more information, call
Mike at 38-2034.
Participate in Delta Sigma Pi’s
toy drive
Bring all those old toys you don’t need anymore
to Delta Sigma Pi’s toy drive today and bring a smile
to a child’s face. ’The toys can be dropped off at
Room 208 of the Business Classes anytime until
Feb.23. For more information, call Mike at 3782034.
Sikh Students hold first general
meeting
1 hc Sikh Students Assosiatitin is having its first
general meeting today at 12:30 p.m. at the Pacheco
Room in the Student Union. Call 926-3922 for
more information.
Knock some pins down with
Sigma Theta Psi
(
bl/Wiliir, is tilt sigma
I lieta Iii

$ rrrrrr ity today at noon in die Student Limon
Vicky at 847-2396 for more information.
Jewish Student Union holds
Shabbat Dinner
I he less isit studcni Ciiion is having Shabbat
Dinner today at () pan. I’of infiarnation on where
the event will be held. call Kinnerette at 358-3(136
ex t.54.
Indian Student Association has
general meeting
The Indian Student Association is having a general meeting today where they will view "Glimpse"
video and pictures in Council Chambers at 12:30
p.m. Call Sunil at 305-2751 for more information.

Study religion with the
Campus Fellowship

Chinese

Study religion with the Chinese Campus
Fellowship today at 2:30 p.m. in the Almaden Room
in the Student Union. Call Vincent at 954-9728 for
more inforniation.
Ken Plowman to speak on
’Brotherly Love’
Ken Plowman will be speaking on the topic
"Brotherly Love - ’The Art of Self-Control" today at

12:30 p.m. at the San Jose Institute on 66 S. 7th Si.
Ihe 1..1).5. Students Association is sponsoring the
event which will have a free pizza lunch. Call 2863313 for more information.
Help plan Magazine Day ’97
Mu Alpha ( ;A111111.1 (Magazine (tub) is having a
meeting today at 12:30 p.m. to plan for Magazine
Day ’97 in Room 213 of Dwight Bente! Hall. For
more information call Dan at 966-8015.

Gay-Lesbian-Bisexual support
group offered
’The SJSU Counseling Services is having a GayLesbian-Bisexual Student Support Group today
from 3-4 p.m. in Room 201 of the Administration
Building. For more information, call Tern at 9245910
Therapy group offered by
Counseling Services
There will be a General 1 herapy Group meeting
today from 3-4 p.m. in Room 201 of the
Administration Building sponsored by SJSU
Counseling Services. Call Wiggsy at 924-5910 for
more information.

Saturday
Get some assistance with your
tax returns
vi IA (Volunteer Institut: lax Assistans.c) will be
offering help to those who are having trouble with
their basic tax returns Saturday from noon - 4 p.m.
in Room 309 in the Business Classroom Building.
Be sure to bring your tax forms and other pertinent
information with you. For more information, call
924-3495.

Sunday
Join in

on Sunday Mass
I he Catholn Campus Ministry is having Sunday
Mass at 8 p.m. at St. Joseph Cathedral on Market
and San Fernando Streets. For more information.
call 938-1610.

Tibet
continued from page 1
and is niiw embarking in the United
States covering 24 universities. She
has become accustomed to the fact
that, though she still finds it upsetting. Americans are typically not
aware of what has and is occurring in
East Timor, despite the involvement
of the United States government.
Asserting that every United States
presidential administration starting
with President Ford in 1974 has given
some kind of support to Indonesia
and Indonesian dictator Sukarno,
ranging from the maintaining of trade

occurred, but rather that two
American iournalists barely escaped
with their lives at ter being severely
pummeled with the hurts it these
same rifles.
The iournalists were able to tell
their store Ito the -outside- world.
Sounding 3 wake-up call to the
American public. While the United
States giwertillient Condemned the
military ats1 to the
incident
Indoncsian g wernment was subsequently doubled. the narrator who
introdus ed I alio, said. I )espite military aid being completely cut by

relations to campaign contributions
businessmen,
Indonesian
from
Galhos is particularly concerned with
"urging people to speak out against
arms sales to Indonesia as long as they
occupy East Timor."
On Nov. 12, 1991. in a peaceful
protest that Galhos was instrumental
in organizing, at least 271 people
were killed and 382 people were
wounded when Indonesian soldiers
fired into the crowd and beat protestors with American -made MI6
assault rifles. She said the point of
contention was not that such an event

Police
continued from page 1
juse State UniVersIty is a part,

was
the area from which the most complaints were filed. The Independent
Police Auditor also says the high
number of complaints from the district are most likely due to the concentration of the population in the
urban area, as well as the Chief of
Police’s office being located in the
district.
SPD public information officer
Louis Quczada said until Police
Chief Louis Cobarruviaz intensive-

ly reviews the auditor’s report, no
official comment will be given.
According to the San Jose City
Council agenda, the police department is expected to have a response
to the year-end report at the Feb.
18 city council meeting at 7 p.m.
The Office of the Independent
Police Auditor for the city of San
Jose, originally established in 1993,
is in charge of receiving all complaints filed against SJPD officers
for a given year. It then analyzes
filed grievances and sorts them into

categories determined by the type
of complaint, who filed the complaint and by several other criteria.
After analyzing the complaints.
the auditor makes recommendations to the city council and police
department on how the authorities
can improve its service to citizens.
The auditors office does not, however, determine possible causes for
the increase in the amount of complaints for the year.

"My family is now the center of
attacks. They bear the brunt of my
escaping," Galhos said. "My brother
has limo thrown back Outs Jail.
Communication with my family is
extremely difficult and as long as I
speak out in Canada and elsewhere,
my family will suffer the negative
consequences. The Indonesian government desperately wants to silence

1992, arms sales have continins nd burned with cigarettes and had his
Timorese protesters are t.orrently fingernails removed merely for wearing a "Free East
fighting plans by the
T-shirt,
Timor"
U.S. State Department
that Galhos realized
too sell F-16 fighterat, age 16, she must
the
to
bombers
I was forced
ioin the Indonesian
Indonesian goverlinient.
military youth corps
attention
National
to work all
"in order to stay
beg,an art r lii incident,
day long with
alive."
labeled die Sin ii Cruz
"I did what I had
:Massa, re but atter the
of
killers
the
to do," Calhos said
pito lams left, the horfirmly. "I was forced
rors continued.
my own
to work all day long
"Journalists Will never
people."
with the killers of
be allowed into Fast
My OWfl people."
Timor again. They used
being
After
to occasionally allow
Isabel Galhos,
"trained and brainiournalists in to promote
all of the development
Human Rights washed" by the goyto spread
has occurred,"
that
Activist eminent
the good word
Galhos said. "I cannot
about Indonesian
deny the development
occupation, Galhos
that has taken place. But
was sent to Canada
I cannOt accept onethird of my people having to die fir it to disperse positive propaganda. It
was there that, a month later, she
to happen."
It was after the massacre, when her defected, Joining two male ’Fimorese
sole surviving brother was piled, refugees who had escapeol iii 1991 .

Determined not to be silenced,
Galhos is firm in her belief that she is
doing far 1110re good than harm.
"We will win," Galhos said, her
voice rising. "To give up the struggle
will never happen, even if it takes
another 21 years to be independent
again. My generation is most determined to see that day."
However, she acknowledges that
the fight cannot be one by the
’Fimorese people alone.
"Our struggle is your struggle,"
Galhos gestured to the filled -to capacity room. "Remember this: The
freedom you take for granted, we’re
dying for"
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Accounting students
give free tax advice
By Ronda Moder
Spartan Daily Staff Wrater

For those of you who hate to do
your taxes, don’t despair.
Free income tax preparation is
being offered by SJSU accounting
students every Saturday beginning
tomorrow through April 12. Located
in thc Business Classroom Building
Room 309, reasonably easy tax
returns will be completed from 12
p.m. to 4 p.m. No appointments are
necessary and assistance is given on a
drop -in basis only.

"Every Saturday there is a large
turnout," said Dora Navarro, student
assistant to the accounting and
financing department.
Not only arc students encouraged
to take advantage of this special offer,
but senior citizens and moderate
income taxpayers from the community are also welcome.
According to Patricia Janes, a
senior lecturer for tax teaching, the
IRS defines "moderate income taxpayers" as those who have an income
up to 550,000 for single people and

SJSU opens door
for recruitment
By Aaron William.
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

African Awareness Month continues with the 12th annual Black
Recruitment Day.
The Office of Outreach and
Recruitment in conjunction with
Student Development Service and the
Black Student Union invites 400
African American high school students to SJSU to expose them to college life. The African American
Faculty and Staff Association will also
participate in the activities.
’Die students will hear various
speakers talking about the university
and what college life is about. There is

also a presentation on admission to
SJSU for the students.
"We keep them for a day and let
them know college is an attainable
goal," said Jerome Martin, administrative recruiter at the Admissions and
Records Office.
In addition to the speakers there
will be a workshop on community
responsibility. All events will be held
in the Student Union Ballroom from
8 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Black Recruitment Day was established 12 years ago by African American
students and faculty who wanted to see
an increase in the number of African
American students attending SJSU.

up to $70,000 for married couples.
"We get a lot of people from the
community," Janes said. "The
accounting students work together in
groups of two to prepare the returns
and talk with the people."
After the accounting students have
completed the returns, they are handed over to certified public accountants
who are licensed by the State of
California to look for errors.
"They review the returns for mistakes so I don’t have a heart attack
when they go out," Janes said.
Out of 800 tax returns filed last year,
300 were for international students.
"We give (accounting) students
special training in the international
area," Janes said.
Madhvi Timbadia, an international student from Singapore, was
unaware that her taxes could be filed
for free.
"It’s nice to know you don’t have
to go to an H&R Block because they
probably wouldn’t know what to do
with us," Timbadia said. "We international students are the ones who are
always lost as to what to do."
This is thel2th year taxes have been
done for free by the accounting students. "It’s kind of neat for SJSU to be
helping the community," Janes said.
Come prepared with W-2 slips and
1099 forms. A copy of 1995 tax returns
would also be beneficial. International
students should bring their 1040 forms
and "R" returns. Taxes can also be filed
electronically for free.

Jobe

State

The Spartan Daily conducted an unscientific survey about student’s use of condoms and other
contraceptives. These are the survey results, which were conducted during National Condom Wecic:
Males: 50 Females: 50
Female
23
22
7
4
9
5
9

Use condoms
Don’t use condoms
Buy condoms at drug store
... grocery store
school
. . clinics
Someone else buys them

Abortion pill may hit U.S. by 1998
SAN DIEGO (AP) Sponsors of
an abortion pill say the drug could hit
the U.S. market by the end of the year
now that a lawsuit holding up its
introduction has been settled.
’ffic Population Council of New
York announced Wednesday it had
reached an accord with San Diegobased NeoGen Investors. The council
had sought to oust NeoGen’s owner,
Joseph D. l’ike, from the project, saying his criminal past would scare away
potential investors.
NeoGen had been licensed by the
council to manufacture and distribute
RU-486. The U.S. rights could be
worth $100 million annually.
Under the settlement reached
Tuesday, Pike has sold much of his
interest in the project, clearing the

"We hope to achieve both FDA approval
and drug availability by the end of 1997"
Margaret Catley-Carlson,
President, Population Council of New York
way for the process to move forward,
said Margaret Catley-Carlson, president of the nonprofit council.
"We hope to achieve both FDA
approval and drug availability by the
end of 1997," Catley-Carlson said.
The council had originally said
RU-486 would be available to
American women by midyear.
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A new company, Advances for
Choice, was created to assume
responsibility for manufacturing and
distributing the drug, which must still
receive final approval from the
Federal Drug Administration.
In September, the FDA declared
RU-486 safe and effective, but the
agency is awaiting more information
on manufacturing and labeling before
giving final approval.
That information should be submitted to the FDA by June, said Jack
Van Hulst, a former pharmaceutical
industry executive who will serve as
chief executive officer of Advances for
Choice.
Although details of the settlement
were not released, Van Hulst said
Pike sold a substantial part of his
interest in the project and that he
signed documents agreeing not to
play any future role in the representation of RU-486 in the United States
or abroad.
Advances for Choice will also be
responsible for conducting a public
education campaign about the drug,
which will be given to women by doctors. It will not be available in stores.
The education component was
handled previously by Advances in
Health Technology, a nonprofit organization in Washington, D.C. that
will be closed.
Citing security reasons, Van Hulst
refused to say who will manufacture
the pill or whether the company is in
the United States or overseas.
RU-486, was first used in France
in 1988 and has already been taken by
200,000 European women. U.S.
approval has been held up for years by
abortion politics.

Safer child
seats on
the way

kend With United Airlines
Monday Or Tuesday To
ia( Savings When
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Total
59
41
34
12
20
10
13

Male
36
14
27
8
11
5
4

Other contraceptives I out of 50 males say their partner uses a diaphragm
8 out of 50 males say their partner uses birth control pills
I out of 50 females say they use the foam
I out of 50 females say they use the diaphragm
25 out of 50 females say they use birth control pills
Abstinence:
5 out of 50 women are not sexually active

d and United Airlines!
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SJSU students bare their souls about condom use

Great
Weekend Escapes
ls (ow as %109
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WASIIING I ON (AP) The
government’s highway safety agency
will soon issue a proposal for a uniform system of parent -friendly child
safety seats.
Some SO styles of the safety
devices with varied belt and seat
configurations are now on
the
market. And many parents find
installing them snugly to their car’s
seat difficult and frustrating.
The National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration says some 80
percent of child scats are not properly installed. The agency is expected to
issue a proposal for a single child scat
system sometime this month, a
source said Thursday, speaking on
condition of anonymity.
A 28 -member panel of experts
commissioned by NI-ITSA recommended a uniform system of child
safety seats in 1995. At that time, the
experts favored the !soffit System,
which snaps the child seat into metal
bars anchored to a vehicle’s seat.
However, the current leading
design utilizes soft straps on either
side cif the child seat buckled into the
car scat between the back and the
cushion, sources said. Another strap
on the top of the child seat runs back
toward the window to hold the seat
taught.
’Ilhe Wall Street Journal reported
on Thursday that as early as this week
NHTSA would specifically back one
such system designed by General
Motors Corp.
"That is as easy. a system
as you
.
c. an find. It’s truly user friendly. said
Phil Flaseltinc of the American
Coalition of Traffic Safety, who
headed the NIHTSA panel.
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Free condoms,
but not at SJSU
By Deanna

Zemke
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

National Condom Week is being celebrated
on college campuses with various activities to
promote condom usage. While some places give
condoms away for free yearlong, SJSU doesn’t.
The Condom Co-Op Office at the Student
Health Center, as part of the Peer Education
program, is where condoms can be bought on
campus. Founded by students five years ago and
led by Patrick Hogan, the program solicited
funds from an unnamed person. Because the
program is self-funded, there is a limited
amount of condoms that can be sold.
Foothill College gives away condoms with a
limit of five per person but only gives safe-sex
education presentations during freshman orientation. Comparatively. SJSU offers 10 times
more without giving away free condoms,
according to Renee Allen, National Condom
Week peer educator.
"Do we want to provide service or just give
away condoms? SJSU has peer education. It’s
more cost effective here," Allen said.
Though not directly affiliated with the
Student Health Center, it provides the Condom
Co-Op condom discounts, a room for the program, a photocopier and pays for a full-time
staff person and two student assistants.
Students get free condoms funded by the
mandatory health service fee of $7 per quarter
charged to student enrollment, according to
Kathy Ichikawa, assistant at the DeAnza College
I lealth Center. This was done to promote safe
sex while health educators are available to go to
classrooms to speak about safer sex when
requested.
SJSU also provides on -going facilities so that
presentations can be offered any day of the week
upon request. California Polytechnic State
University, San Luis Obispo only gives presentations if requested one month in advance.
"Here, with one week’s notice, we’re there
and a lot more flexible with what’s going on,"
Allen said.
Though SJSU can’t afford to give away condoms, students say the Condom Co-Op is a big
service needed on campus. Other services do not

sell much and have little variety. Condom prices
range from 20 cents to 30 cents, latex barriers
sold for 65 cents and lubricants sold from 25
cents to $4. These are sold at cost, since the
Condom Co-Op is non-profit. Condoms are
more than double the price at other places.
"If people are intimidated from buying condoms. it’s confidential to pick them up. We
diversify our products so people don’t have to go
to a sex shop to buy them," Allen said.
Other schools in the California State
University system give away condoms. Cal Poly
San Luis Obispo give them away during student
orientation and California State University,
Long Beach has them available for free yearlong
giving away about 500 per semester. These
are funded through grant money from associated student groups.
"I don’t have any negative feelings against
giving away condoms," said accounting major
Stephen Fang. "It helps, it doesn’t encourage.
It’s protection and people are afraid to go buy
them at stores,"
T. Tieu, a sophomore computer engineering
major who would not give his first name, said,
"It would be cool if SJSU did have free condoms
available, but I never thought about it. I’d rather
pay money than face the consequences of not
using it."
Free condoms are not available, but education about safer sex is actively available instead.
Presentations are available on subjects about
eroticizing safe sex, and classes such as AIDS
101 and sexual health are offered in the curriculum.
"We want to raise awareness and impact
campus attitudes on sexual reality and health.
The program is not just about selling condoms
but about educating about safer sex and sexual
health," said Peer Education coordinator Lisa
Layering.
"Condoms are one of the most popular birth
control methods." she said. "A lot of people
don’t know what condoms are out there. You
can have safe sex and have fun doing it. There
are many different kinds of condoms, and it’s
important to get people to know we have that
out there."

Angela
Ghormley, office
Manager and
Marc Gobbi, the
helicopter pilot for
Discovery air can
take you and your
love up on a helicopter ride to
many restaurant
in the bay area or
to the beach with
this weekend
Prices range from
$78 to $578.
Reservations can
be made at (408)
937-7500.
PHOTO BY MAX BECHERER
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Couples
continued from page 1
I die West of GALA, gay and lesbians students organization, agrees.
"A lot ot (Us) arc in the closet,"
West said. "We are an invisible
minority. People don’t know about
Sue Snowhawk of the Billy
Del-rank Center in San Jose said it’s
like "living a double life." She and
her partner, Penny Dionne, are cele-

[’rating their third Valentine’s day
this year. She can express her feeling
at home, but has to hide it outside.
Ordinary love expressions, such as
holding hands, kissing, and sending
flowers, are not easy for gays and lesbians to do in public.
Kris of GAIA, who requested not
to be fully identified, recognized that
people didn’t know what terms to
use. People seem uncomfortable to
ask, "how is your boyfriend?" When

he used the word " partner," people
looked puzzled. "What ’partner?’
Business?" others would sac to him.
If you are heterosexual, everyone
can see how you arc celebrating the
special day.
"For mans. gays and lesbians, that
can’t happen," Sivertsen said.
For that reason. Siveusen thinks
gays and lesbians can be a little bit
more expressive on St. Valentine’s
Day..

Plans lot 5,i. \
Dav lot
CrAl A members include haying a
romant it shrine’ with a good meal by
candlelight, going to a little party Is it
people who don’t like V-day, buying
flowers for partncis or going to a
movie.
Slims hawk and 1 horine v. ill take
the (las -IL I Inc like pis iiir king in
M0111). 111- .111t1 J111’11114
.Ikr 1.1111,C.
tt 111,1 go 01 WI1.11 111,1’ to is
not important tot them. It is 4insitt

spciiiiing nine togrilies sisi like hetiosexual ,5itiples. -Spending time
knoss mg emu partner,"
1)ionite said.
"1 (sve is love; (Immo aiso said.
"I ove doesn’t have gendei It is the
ielationship ketsy(-en iss4, It is
(-sr essed sm tIlItelrIll
" I 111.11.- are 1101111th:1es,
I )11,1111C
said

- I II, o. 011111110111V sins 111/ 11011115.

55 Ion i haec the oppintimity
espies. oin selves. I can’t display my
-

"People say it’s choice, but it is
not. It is difficult," Snowhawk said.
She always felt bad that she couldn’t
fulfill her mother’s dream. gelling
married and having children.
snowhawk and Dionne advise thc
young to he easy on themselves and to
be more accepting.
It is the same about St. Valentine’s
I )ty. For gays and lesbians, it can be a
special romantic day, just like for heterosexuals.

Valentine’s date with history
By

Jana Seshadri
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

The origin id the year’s most
romantic holiday, Valentine’s Day, is
attributed to different theories.
One is based on the belief
throughout rota] Europe that Mc
birds Ins-gin to mate tin Feb. 14 and
this opinion seems the most plausibli
connection with the beginnings of
love.
Another is that Valentine’s Day is
the least (il St. Valentine who was
beheaded on Feb. 14, 269 Al)
because marries young couples in
love, against Emperor Claudius ll’s
orders 1101
Another suggestion is that the
aSSOliat1011 grew out of the similarity

between the Norman word, galantin,
meaning a lovei of women. and the
name of a certain Valentine of early
Roman days, who has become the
Saint of the day. :Fhe letter g in
Galantin’s day was frequently pronounced as v, which kd to s au 51011.

deals with a survival in
( I .....1.6111/t ii ’4.’111 sit .1 practice that
uSe
Rd on fI. 4, the day before
the ancient Roman feast of die
I .upercalia.
( )n the eve irl’ this feast, the names
of young women were put in a box
from which they were drawn. The
young man who draws a woman’s
flaIlle wsuislsl 1st- her partner fist the
festival or could even be her suitor for
next year. The assist tat ion with St.
( )11( 111C011

Getaways
continued from page 1
Ili, following mt uist a few of die
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a buffet breakfast.
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"1 Ills pat kage gives couples
chance to get 10 know eat It other all
Ilestryation Sales Agent
(wet
RA 01011.1 Martini Said

for more
( alI (4014) 988-14411
inhumation.
bor those simples who feel
money is no object when it conies to
thirst sweetheart I )ist.twery Air, Inc.
has got sonic’ li !fig for you.
For $398. I hscovery Air, Inc will
fly you anti pint honey out of Reid
I tillview Municipal Airport in San
Jrtse for a 45 minute helicopter tour
of the Santa (:ruz coastline.
Returning to San Jose, the hell

copier drops the couple off Al
( ..111dIeSS Towel’s rooftop Itch
port, home of the lour star Birk’s
Restaurant. Mier dinner, the «mphis returned to Reid Hillview Airport
Via limousine.
"This IS ail ..xperience a C011plt
will never forget " Sandy limns, sir s
president ol Discovery Air, said. "As
far as visceral excitement, A IlelkOptel
has no equal "
’SOO for informa
1 all 1408i
ruin
I -or sonss r lung simple and with
sin w.ilking diStAille of SIM), stutors
can picnic at Si. lames Park At the
S and Second streets. A
(corner of
nice, quiet nature walk along the
( otadaltipe River allows for romantic
ambiance to whisper sweet nothings.
The most it cesmble cotrance to the
paved walkway is at the cross streets
of San Carlos and Almaden streets.
A short drive or slightly longer
bus ride to I os Canis’ Vasona Park
on ((Arden lull Drive will be an
excellent MAI As yOU take in the rut
oral beauty wink riding the small
train that circles the park or rent A
btlAt for A romantic risc on the lake.
William leike contributed to thii
itory.

Valentine was c learly established since
the draw ing OM. uric(’ on I els. 14 ’he
day of the saint. ’I Ins drawing iil
young women’s names on Valentine’s
Day continued lin- centuries with the
paired couple presenting each other
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Marijuana
to claim the medical marijuana
defense in a pre-trial hearing as well as
any subsequent hearings.
Gieringcr applauds these amendments as the necessary next step to
Prop. 215.
"It clarifies things that should be
common sense, like the minor clause
and the smoking thing," he said.
The bill will create a task force
designed to study the best way to test
and distribute marijuana. Various
schools, including U.C. Davis and
U.C. San Francisco, would have representatives on the task force as well
as legislators and three appointments
from the governor.
While Gieringer supports the
research, he said he is hesitant to back
the task force idea of the bill.
"I’m not confident about the task
force. I think the government could
find A way to botch things," he said,
adding that if it can accomplish what
it is designed to do, it could be a huge
financial boon for California. "If they
find a way to make some good pot,
they could patent it and make A lot of
money."

continued from page 1
InedILAI (11.1t It 11.1114 research center, the ( itornia Marijuana
Research Center. Its aim will be to
implement a study that will gain
knowledge of the general medical
safety and effectiveness of medicinal
marijuana. It will also develop guidelines for the use of marijuana. The
CMRC will be required to give a
report to the legislature every six
months on their findings.
Spokesman for the senator, Rand
Martin, said the money will come
from the general fund and won’t
deprive any current program from its
funding.
The other section of the bill clarifies four topics that had ambiguous
language in Prop. 215.
Requires all physicians who prescribe medical marijuana be licensed
by the stale 01 (,alifornia.
Provides standard protective procedures for the application of
Prop.215 to unemancipated minors.
Sriiuiking laws in place before
Nov 6, 1996 will not be superseded.
laisures defendants are allowed
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Golden moment
Killed in a house fire on Feb. 6, Stockton firefighter
Bryan Jacob Golden was memorialized by friends, family
and fellow firefighters Thursday at St. Joseph’s Cathedral
in downtown San Jose.
Right: Carol and Bill Golden, parents of Bryan, are
embraced at the memorial service.
Born in Santa Clara on Sept. 6, 1975, Golden attended
Santa Teresa High School and resided in the San Jose
area untill his move to Stockton four months ago.
In Stockton he served as a firefighter for Engine
Company 9
Below: Thousands of police, firefighters, friends and
family of Golden gathered, and began a procession down
Market Street. Golden will be buried at Oak Hill Memorial
Park in San Jose.
PHOTOS BY MAX BECHERER
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UC office examines
admission decline
By Smoke Olson
Tim Doily Brum
l’s ANGELES In
(t)WIRE)
light of A relent admissions report
released by the I/C Office of the
President, students and administrators are exploring the possible reasons
for a decline in the number of Fall
1997 undergraduate applications
from most underrepresented minority groups and transfer students.
The most notable decrease was the
13 -percent drop in applications from
African Americans and American
Indians. I:his:um and lAtino applications for Fall 1997 also dropped over
4 percent this year.
Although a number of reasons
were given for the decline, some
administrators and 011tICIIIS ascribed
the decrease to a possible deterrence
by resent state legislation.
"The message that the Ho-and of
Regents has sent to students of color
is a message that they are not welcome at the 11111iVerSilies," said undergradllate President I01111 I hi.
Over die last two years, the issue
of affirmative action has come under

fire by both the regents and
California voters.
In July 1995, the regents adopted
a resolution eliminating die consideration of race and gender in the admissions processes.
In
addition,
during
last
November’s elections, California voters
overwhelmingly
approved
Proposition 209, which prohibits the
use of race and gender in state hiring,
contracting and admissions.
However, neither the regents’
decision nor Proposition 209 will
affect undergraduate enrollment for
Fall 1997.
While the regents’ decision is not
set to go into effect until Fall 1998,
implementation of Proposition 209
has been blocked by a federal court
on the grounds that the initiative may
be unconstitutional.
However, sonic administrators
and students believe the applicants
may be unaware that these des isoins
do not affect t irrent admissions
process.

Caret answers
students’ questions
By Ronda Sluder
Spartan Daily Stuff Writ,’11c future ill the I "’leg,. 01 Humanities And the
arming Ighcr 1,,tleS ii l’tlSi(hetli

Arts W.is disk iisscd

Robert ( ..irct’s study Break Ihuisday.
Held ii he (Madalupe Room in the Student
14 students attended the hour-long
Union,
in ft irmal meetIng to ask questions and voice their
llnICC(11% Ablnit 1 Arnim% Mlles.
A student Asked 1 aret if the (:ollege itt
II uman itic’s and the Arts will be eliminated with the
new redesign plans. ( :am seemed confident that it
would not be cut.
"I’m in favor of the arts," Caret said. "When I 5KA,
In loiter, skills like these Allowed me to grow and
bet me a college president."

al ct saul lit- it it iiiogranis s ill it kepi itthey arc
known for some’ hi uig iiriiljiie that only SIS1 t an
offer I lc said he wants to boost the reputation of the
5111iVel’AIN .111d II/ Ito Ape She "Rodney Hangerlield
Syndrome by getting mote ’eyes’.
I lic issue regarding the Reserve ( )f1icer Training
( ;OW, %SAS asked of (:aret and he stressed that he had
not
to do with its removal and that it would not
jeoparthie financial aid.
m not Against R( )TC, but I arn against dissaid.
crimination in OM i IASSIT/OMS," (
With Caret’s 1111,5- si hedule, he said he valued the
study breaks as a chance to meet students and to hear
their concerns.
"It’s hard to feel t onnected to students,- Caret
said. "I force myself to meet new people by putting
them on my calendar."

SJSU President Bob Caret discusses disabled students issues with Peter Humphries during his study break
Thursday in the Guadalupe Room of the Student Union. Caret answered the questions of many students and
promised to address their issues and concerns.
PH0TO BY DREW NIELSEN
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Non-immigrant law affects students
By Sarah Glass

The Arkansas Travel,

1..-\ I 1 I I.V11 1..
Ark. --A new law ellAt II II last year
will affect international ’,Indent, who
LOOM IS’ as Boll
are in
Flic Illegal Immigration lector in
and Inimigraniun IT, sponsibilits Act

"

with velid student

Friday. February 21

POST TIMES
12 45 PM FRIDAY NIGHT - 6 45 PM

West of HWY 101 off liWY 92 in Sari Mateo 415 574 RACE
For Group Information call 415/573 4516 or 408/292 9361

iiappvtfiteninnes this.
One or two persons
Large In -Room Jacuzzi
King Beds
Free Ilot Breakfast
27- TV’S V(’R

$89.00 wisi,,,km,
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Valley Park H4)tel
Ithd.

1408) 293-50(N)
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I 1.1111,
the, lAVk
111110 ’till lit till (.X1(.1111141, it It.ist itl
days I’, ii,,- tilt It I _’Ii VISA expires, In’
ICAVC die "MIMS’ iii later I’M II (AI
days after t 111111/li tilt study.
valisliever tomes lust I 1 students
nuist file the 0E411,1011 At ICAO III &ISA

omit% allOWS, Will he unable to obtain
0.11111, again unless they apply at the
C.S. I ’,insulate in their home country. Applicants will 110 hunger be able
to apply in A third country such as
(:anasla or Mexico.
I here is no immediate way tor the
Immigration and Naturalization
Service to know whether a student
has overstayed his I,r her %talus.
However. if that student applies fin
permanent residency later, he or she
may be denied and considered
deportable because of violations of
immigrat ion rules.

CHINESE CUISINE -FOOD TO GO

X17 The Alameda, San use
(4418) 294-65110

244J sicven,

or teaching in this country
I he tone period tor appleffig hit
changes III SIAIIIS 5 tint Ail, It’d hi

before their 1AP tif, expires, Or depart
no more than 30 days after the end ot
their educational program, whichever
is sooner.
Applicants who stay in the I,’north
ates even one day longer than their

Arena Hotel
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99ru c hanged thi consequent es tor
promptly apply
for changes in status:
Hiere aty (HO 111.1111 type% Ill non
immigrant SIAM% granted by tlit- lid
I st.illis
And I
yid g,ivs Inment.
telt rs iu loll time students. while I
status iui.uv be given to exchange students, ss holars or researcher, tinlying
Sillderli% Whii do Mil
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Box lunches to Go
*catering Available
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OPEN DISHY
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CLASSIFIED
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
min/Ices advertised below nor Is
there any guarantee implied. The
claselfied carotins of the Sorban
Daily consist of paid advertising
and Owngs we not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

JOBS! JOBS!
The Student Union has several
part-time positions available in
these areas:
*Aquatic Center
. Bowling Center
iiBox Office
’Maintenance/Operations
Sound/Lighting/Events
*Sport Club
EMPLOYMENT
Come in & check our job listings!
Applications available on 3rd floor
Aarrin (ece.
the Sr ,,fir
EXPERIENCE FOR A LIFETIME.
Learn sales and negotiation
techniques contacting alumni for TEACHERS/SUBS NEEDED for
the SJSU Annual Fund. If you are prescrool. Mn 6 ECE urats. Benefits
an articulate, motivated, and Great Environment. For more info call
responsible SJSU student you are 377-5730.
qualified! Evening hours and
Sundays; pays well. Contact RECREATION LEADER P/T, after
school playground & day camp pro
Spencer IF 924-1492 by 2/21.
grams n Si area fii4E, 1015 hrs/vk
NEED A FULL TIME / PART TIME during the school year. M-F, 15-39
Production Person in a sgn company hrs/wk during the summer. $9.80
in Sunnyvale. Computer knowledge hr. starting. Pick up applications
a definite plus. Flexible hours. 2/6-2/28 at City Hall. 801 N. 1st
Good pay. Friendly environment. St. Rm 207. Testing 3/1. Great
leadership, programming and
Call 408434-8920.
problem solving skills preferred.
GREW PART/REX/WEIEKEND JOB
MV TRANSPORTATION, a leader in ENERGETIC HARDWORKING
the paratransit industry, a currently individual needed for fast
interviewng for van driver positions paced leading Athletic Club.
in the San Jose area. Flexible PT/FT. Call 226-5688.
schedules including afternoons,
BICYCLE MESSENGER
evenings & weekends are availPart-time, Flexible Hours.
able. Applicants must possess a
Great for Students!
valid California drivers license, a
clean driving record, and the will- Serving Downtown SanJose.
Inner City Express.
ingness to provide quality, safe
and friendly service to the elderly 22W. Saint John St. San Jose.
and physically challenged. For
more information, please contact TEACHERS PT & FT needed for
Chris Langrnayer a 408-2786375 schoolage child care program. 1.2
ECE required. Excellent benefits
WORK STUDY CLERICAL POSMON for 20+hr/wk. Near lightral off 1st
Schcol of Journalism & Mass Comm. St. in Si. Marty (408)453-7533.
DUTIES. phones. filing, errands,
some typing. etc. HOURS: Mornings CRUISE & LANDTOUR Emplownent
and/or Thursday afternoons. Work in exotic locations, meet fun
QUAUFICA11ONS: Good to excellent people. AND get paid! For industry
verbal & written English skills. information, call Cruise EmployAbility to work effectively w/ public ment Services: 1.800276-4948
in hectic univ. office environment. ext. C60418. (We are a research
PAY: $6.00/hr. DBil 100m 105. S. publishing company).
Phone: 9243242.
SECURITY - ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
PEET’S COFFEE & TEA
Great for Students.
retail sales
F/T or P/T All shifts.
We are Currently interviewing for
Top Pay with Many Benefits!
retail sales positions at our nevs
El Paseo de Saratoga store. Call a aop‘ii Fri arson Mars Sun 7,7.
opening in Manch. Benefits 403286-5880. 5551) Meldldfl Ave
.de medical, dental, 401(k). Between San Carlos eel Pain Ma.
s s on, vacation, sick. discounts,
behnd the Card and Poly ’Sam. Si.
and Promotional opportunities.
To apply, visit our Camden Park WAREHOUSE POSITION
store (2035 Camden Avenue Golden State Is. a leading
in San lose). We encourage sportswear distributor, seeks a
applications from people of all Warehouse Team Player. Position
ages, races and ethnic back- available immediately.
Rill orders
grounds.
’Stock inventory
Unload trucks
TEACHER, PT/FT at high quality.
’Assist will-call customers
drop-in play center for 712 yr
"Work 20 hrs/wk in afternoon
olds. Min. 6 ECE units req. Flex
Monday- Friday
days/eves/wkends. Team teach
’57.00 per hour
environment. Benefits avail. Apply in
Work for a company that truly
person at KIdePerk:
Near ()sludge Mall, 281 8880 appreciates its staff. Apply in
5440 Thornwood Dr . Si person between 8am art 5:30pm
Near Valley Fair, 985,2599 Golden State T’s
2858 Stevens Creek ENO Si 2110 Zanker Road
At the HUB. 510 792 9997 San Jose, CA 95131
39102 Argonaut Was. Fremont Al the corner of Charcot & Zenker
in the back row of buildings.
NEW Westgate Mali
Call Heidi at 781 8880
POSTAL JOBS
Up to 515.29/5, Pos beneft:.
415 3398377 ’Arcs
GRMSTONE CHILD DEVEDPMENT
Ctr. looking for teache.
. *
person to work part
1:306:00pm Must have
12 ECE units. Located in Al’. J.,.
Valley area Offer great bere....
Call Michelle 40 408997 1980
ADMIN. ASST. NEEDED
AQUATIC CENTER/SPORT CLUB
The Student Union is looking for a
top notch person who is interested
in a pan time position to assist to
Aguebc Center Manager & Supervisor
n a may of caea carted the law
Ofloe. 3rd floor of the Student Union
for position description EL salary
information . Hourly wage S9.50
FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR
FT & PT passions .waii ri busy oar!
foods restaurant. Ali shifts avail, Sta
hrs. 57.5048/hr to start. Must be
18* years. Call 7339446. ask for
Wank Ain or Vacr.
DRIVING INSTRUCTORS PT & FT.
Healthy HS Grad with clean DMV
999W San Carlos St. St 971 7557
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
Seeking teachers and subs for
our school age day care program.
We can work around your school
schedule. Early morning or after
noon positions available. FIT
employment available during
summer break This is a great job
to gain experience. Units in ECE,
Rat, Psych, Soc. or Ed required.
CALL: 408.3793200 k21.

PHONE:

NANNY/HOUSEKEEPER WANTED
For two boys. 6 and 8. afternoons.
M-F. Duties: Pickup from school.
light housecleaning, laundry,
cooking, etc. In Sunnyvale, near
Wolfe and Homestead. $9/hour.
%ger, 408-736-9720, evening&
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
sell discount subcriptions to Bay
Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
Flexible firs, Pam 9pm. Downtown
near Ightrail 4 blocks from SJSU.
Hourly $5 plus bonus. Media
Promotions 494.0200.
PRIMARY PLUS
ACTION DAY PRESCHOOL
Teachers/Aides FT/PT.
ECE Or Experience Preferred
EOE. Call 370-0357.

NEED SOME FINANCIAL AID?
Willing to work flexible hours and
make great money? American
Radio is expanding, and needs
you now! Don’t wait, call Kristi at
(408)9955905.
YOUR= A JOB WITH A FUTURE!
We will train you for a full-time
position with our nation-wide firm.
We offer:
*Weekly Pay Incentives
*Monthly Bonuses
*Competitive Wages
Grouerate Health Care
Comp)ete Management Training
You must be career minded.
(That’s All) Call 408345-3936.

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Teach basic conversational English
iroad GO hr nside ecge for fncing
TEACHERS/AIDES/Camp Leaders work in Japan, Taiwan, & S. Korea.
Elem sch. age recreation program. For information: 1-206-971-3570
ext. .160416. (We are a research &
P/T from 26 pm MF date te sch.
F/T during summer camp program. publishing company)
Excellent salary, no ECE req. Los
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
GatosSara. Recreation. Cali Janet
up to $120/week!
at 354-8700x23. (Not avail.
school year? Call for sunmer emptc
Become a Sperm Donor.
Fe guards & camp leaders)
Healthy males, 19-34 years old.
Univ. St udent s/Gr ads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
SALES REP, NO EXP. NEC.
Will Train, F/P.
415-324-1900. M-F. 8-5pm.
Asian Speaker Preferred.
Call Ya-Ling: 408-295-5004
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
for egg donation. Desperate Asian
couples need your help to conceive.
Can you help? Ages 21.29,
non-smoker, healthy & responsible.
$3,000 stipend ard expenses paid
Other arniches also needed.,
04 WWFC 1S108209495
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25 00/hr salary * tips
Students needed n the immediate
area. Full-time/part-time openings.
Call today 1 415-968-9933.
International Bartenders School.
DRIVING FOR DOLLARS
Earn $6/hr plus $10/hr in tips.
Deliver from best Si restaurants.
Flexible hours. Great for Students!
Need own car.
Call Dine IN 09983463 now.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
rushing Industry. Lea,,
students car, find high par joi
while experiencing Alaska’s
adventure! For information: 1-800
276.0654 ext. A60416. (We are a
research 8, publishing company).
MANAGER TRAINEES
No experience necessary. Will
Train! Managers earn $4000/mo
bases com. Corp. seeks energetic
people for management Start
now. 6291241.
TEACHERS NEEDED for school
age childcare program in Almaden
Valley. 8am 10am & 2pm-6pm.
Excellent Benefits. 12 ECE required.
Call Kate 408.268-6331.
LEADING WIRELESS COMPANY
seeking customer servce rept*,
sentatrves. PT/FT. Flex hrs Salary
bonus. Will train Call David H.
4011441 8600.

TUTORING

SERVICES

WRITING TUTOR AVAILABLE
Proofreading & editing too
MA. in Spech Communications.
Call Denise 2974393.

PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning,
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
TUTOR AVAILABLE-Grad, student any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock,
available to tutor Math, Physics, Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk.
Chemistry & Computer Sci. All years. Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
hexpensive. Sea 408.9859192.
LICENSED FAMILY DAYCARE,
1/2 block from 7th St parking
ENGLISH TUTOR
garage. Small clean & affordable.
Speaking, Reading and Writing
Call pager 948.2844 for rates and
Credentialed H.S. Teacher.
availability. Se habla espanol.
Call (408)978-8034.
BIUNGUAL TUTORIAL CENTER
Math: Algebra Geometry
Statistics Trig Calculus
Physics: Mechanics Electric
Chemistry: Organic Inorganic
English: Speak Read Write
Spanish: Hablar Leer Escribir
Call: Mike 408.2987576
Email: mvera18288@aotcom

EUPHOTIC FOUNDATION
Confidential Spiritual Counseling
Metaphysical. Astrological,
Meditation Classes.
Gnostic Western Tradition.
Call (408) 978-8034.

924-3277

FAX.’

FOR RENT

924-3282

SHARED HOUSING

LARGE SIUDIO: $590. + $500 dep. BY SOU, Pam AvaL Rwate roan:
Aso, 1 BDRM API’ 5700+ $503 deo $350/mo. Shared: $250/mo. Mete
Parking, Utilities paid. 1 person, ro ony. dli nci. 2974823 or 993093&
pets. 5th & Reed. Call 259-7040,
1 BR APT FOR 1 PERSON $895.
2 persons $800. Clean, quiet,
sober & financially responsible
required. 553 So. 6th St. Call
William @ 408292-1890.
2 EDNA APAR1MENT- $900/MO.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modern Building
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 2956893.

TRAVEL

COMPUTERS ETC.
REFURBISHED MACS
BEST PRICES!!
Classroom Computer Co.
3549 Haven Ave. eH
Menlo Park, CA 94025
Ph: (800)800-51.15
FM: (415) 3C6-1120
STUDENT SPECIALS
Mac SE & Classic
MAC Ilse ci, cx
POWER MACS
5200. 6214. 6100
MAC LC580
Inkjet & Laser Printers
Dot Matrix Printers

WRITING HELP. Fast professional
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
EUROPE $239
Within USA 579-5129.
Essays, letters, application
Certain advertisements In
statements, proposals, reports,
Mexico $199 r/t. Cheap Fares
three columns may refer the
WORD PROCESSING etc. For more info, please call Everywhere! airtnitchenetcom.coni reader to specific telephone
YAW., . scorn .fr /artutch/
Dave Bolick at 510-601-9554.
numbers or addr
for
415-834.9192 cst pending.
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing VISA/MasterCard, FAX. E-Mall.
additional Information.
Theses, term papers, group
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
projects, resumes. All formats WRITING ASSISTANCE any
these further contacts, they
including APA. Fax available. subject. Why suffer and get poor
FUNDRAISING
should require complete
Experienced, dependable, quick grades when help is just a call
Information before sending
return. Almaden/Branham away? Harvard Ph.D. (former FAST FUNDRAISER Raise $500
LOST & FOUND
money for goods or services.
area. Call Linda 408 264 4504, college teacher) assists with in 5days Greeks. Groups, Clubs.
In addition, readers should
research & writing. Tutorial also Motivated Individuals. Fast, Easy
FOUND: LADIES BLACK WALLET
No Financial Obligation.
at TKE HOUSE on San Fernando. EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. avail. Friendly, caring. confidential.
carefully Investigate all &me
Call 292-4689.
offering employment listings
Science & English papers/theses Convenient Peninsula location.
14300-862-1982 ext. 33.
orcoupons for discount
our specialty. Laser printing. Dissertation/thesis specialist.
vacations or MOW hand I se .
APA, Turabian and other formats. Samples & references available.
ANNOUNCEMENTS Resumes, editing, graphics Chinese & other languages
and other services available on spoken. Foreigners welcome!
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
either WordPerfect or Word. For free tips, tools and ideas on
Masterson’s Word Processing. how to improve your writing,
Only $57.00 per year.
Call Paulo, Vagnia 408251-0449. visit our userfriendly Website
Save 30% 60%
at http://www.aci-pluccom
on your dental needs.
Regular email: acitanetcom.com
For info call 1-800 6553225
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
or NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE? Term Call for free phone consultation:
papers, thesis. resumes, group (415) 6250505...ask tor Daniel.
411
projects, etc. Have a typewriter
VOLUNTEERS
to complete your applications for
ARE YOU IN AN INTERRACIAL med/law school, etc. Will transcribe
HEALTH & BEAUTY
ACROSS
relationship? Have you ever been your taped interviews or research
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
1 Farm animal
in one? Researcher seeks people notes. Fax machine. Notary Public.
SAMPLE A WILD FOOD FREE
5 Police officer’s
all ethnic backgrounds, straight Call Anna at 972-4992.
Super Blue Green Algae
ID
or gay for study. Please Call
Reported Benefits include:
OMMEI 121101110 MUIXIC
10 Notion
*Improved Concentration
408-2350600 for more info.
*AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED*
MOMM MMEUM WOWEI
14 Runner Zneopek
Graduate Studies, Thesis, TOM
*Increased Energy
nElaffil MWOOM MOMO
15 Worship
Papers, Nursing, Group Projects.
*Weight Control
16 Fender bender
0151111B EillMCIMI1IIIIBI30111
(.1081 7172702
SPORTS/ THRILLS RES/7105. All Formats, Specializing
result
IMI1311Q11113111111
in APA Spelling/Grammar/
0101510llin
17 Cairo’s river
Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ )f5 lap
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
WWI 12E1IBIZ1
18 Grooming item
WP 5.1/11PLasa. PAM’S
There is nothing compared to
Unwmcwharrenowitmm,
MIAOW]
IMIF21111131A111101111
20 Dwight’s
PROFESSIONAL VsCiRDPROCESSNG,
the exhilaration experienced by
Specialist. Confidential.
0000 MBOOM MORO
opponent
24771.8!, Han. Rpm.
skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated
Your own probe or disposable.
1110111011M111F21111
0111ZIDIRI
22 Coat holder
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
335 S. Haywood Ave. San lose
Min MOO
23 Wash off
SJSU student owned & operated.
2474488
24 Entanglements
111112[0151
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
(61111ZiffilIQUILIM
INSURANCE
26 Rooster’s mate
1-510-934-7575.
MEN & WOMEN
01111k11011A101111E111C1 MIE113111
27 Angers
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
AUTO INSURANCE
MUM IMMO@ IEUEIM
30 Squirms
Campus Insurance Service
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
MMUM MINER@ INUMM
34 Like a meadow
Special Student ()warns
or using chemicals. Let us permaFINANCIAL AID
ODIAM WBEIBID 011411112
35 Dirty Harry. e.g
Serving SJSU for 20 years
nently remove your unwanted hair.
la IS 96
41 1996 Unlit. fentorn Systrornle
36
Asian
native
SEEKING FINANCIAL AID? Don’t
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
Back Chest Lip Bikini Chin
37 Graceful rhythm
lifTlit your possibilities for financial "Good Rates for NonGood Drivers" Tummy etc. Students & faculty
68 Certain new..
30 In favor of
38 Line of cliffs
aid! Student Financial Service
receive 15% discount. First amyl.
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
SOUTCO
31 Choose a
40 Actor Clifton)
profiles over 2000.000+ individual "Good Student""Family Multi-car’ 1/2 price if made before 6/1/97
candidate
41 Overhead trains
DOWN
awards from private & public secCALL TODAY 296.5270
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, 621 E.
32 Kitchen
42 Oriental sauce
tors. Call: 1 800-263-6495 ext.
Campbell Ave. 417, Campbell.
FREE QUOTE
furniture
1 Singer Horne
NO HASSLE
43 Eaves dropper"
080418 ( We are a research &
(406) 3793500.
33 Temperate
2 Surrounded by
publishing company)
45 Coasted
NO (JBUGATION
35 Low-lying
3 Factory
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
48 Come back in
island
4 Gloomiest
49 Beam of light
39 Cape
5 Tavern
’A) Worked as a
cottage
6 Acclimates
model
40 Netherlands
7 Nods off
51 Up and about
sight
8 Sailor’s drink
54 Musical notes
44 So-so grades
9 Poet’s always
46 Most arid
55 Petite
to Running in
FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CALL 408-924-3277
47 Arrow
59 Musician’s
neutral
48 Brighter
need
11 Crooner Martin
50 Ravioli. e g
62 Tennis pro
12 Finishes
51 A - apple
Nastase
13
Fit
to including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
52 Slipper or boot
63 Charged
19 Reared
53 Sawbucks
particles
21 Lodges
54 Melt together
64 Chemical
25 Homer’s tale
compound
26 Unconventional 56 Soothing plant
57 Italian money
65 Knowledge
ones
Of it
77 Eyes
66 B uebird’s
58 Onion’s cousin
amorously
residence
60 Han into
67 L ke the mother
28 Fli ffle
61 Weep
24 Fir gus
of the bride"
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Print your

ad here. Line is 30 spaces,
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Please check

Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
3 lines
4 lines
5 lines
6 lines
$1 for

Two
One
Days
Day
$7
$5
$4
$6
$7
$9
$10
$0
each additional line

Three
Days
$9
$10
511
$12

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

After the fifth day, rate increases by $.1 per day
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines $90
3-9 lines S70
15-191nes $110

Frye
Days
$13
$14
Phone
$15
$16
Send check or money order b:
Spartan Daily aassifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose. CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209
Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid le No refunds on cancelled ads
II Rates for consecutive publications dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (408)924-3277

/

one classification:
Campus Clubs’
Greek Messages’
Events’
Announcements’
Lost and Found"’
Volunteers’
For Sale’
Autos For Sale’
Computers Etc
Wailed’
Employment
Opportundies

Rental Housng
Shared Housing’
Real Estate
Services’
HeanthiBeauty
Sports/Thrills’
Insurance
Entertainment’
Travel
Tutoring’
Word Processing
Scholarships

available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in 0BH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.
Special student rates
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Saint-Jean’s career-high 37
leads to first WAC road win
AIR FORCE ACADEMY, Colo. cent during the first half, when the
(Al’) Junior forward Olivier SaintFalcons fell behind 39-28.
Jean scored 37 points here Thursday
Mike Freeman led Falcon scoring
night to lead San Jose State University to with 19 points. Brad Quinet added 21
an 88-77 Western Athletic
for San Jose State and
Marmet Williams had 11.
Conference victory over Air
Force.
Game stats
SPARTANS 88
Saint-Jean 14-21 8-10
Saint-Jean led his team to
(7, Addison 2-7 0-0 6,
a 51 percent shooting perforFALCONS
77
1 aylor 0-2 3-4 3, Hite 2-3
mance for the game as San
0-0 5, Quinet 8-15 4-5 21,
Jose State (11-10 overall, 3-8
WAC) won on the road, connecting on Williams 2-4 7-1111, Lowery 0-2 0-0 0,
14 of 21 field goal attempts from short Campbell-Hall 1-2 0-0 2, Kavanach 1-3
range and 1 -of-3 from 3-point range.
1-2 3. Totals 30-59 23-32 88.
Air Force (5-16, 1-11) shot only 43
AIR FORCE (5-16)
percent from the field, including 32 perReese 4-11 2-5 10, Humphrey 1 -52 -

4 4, Freeman 9-19 1-3 19, Hollins 3-6
4-5 II. Horin 1-4 0-0 3, Pope 6-13 1-2
15, Garcia 0-2 2-2 2, Summers 1-1 3-5
6, Kay 2-2 3-5 7. Totals 27-63 18-31
77.
HalftimeSan Jose Si, 39, Air Force
28. 3 -Point goalsSan Jose St. 5-15
(Saint-Jean 1-3, Addison 2-5, Hite 1-1,
Quinet 1-5, Williams 0-1), Air Force 514 (Reese 0-2, Hollins 1-1, Florin 1-4,
Pope 2-6, Summers 1-1). Fouled our
None. ReboundsSan Jose St. 31
(Saint-Jean 11), Air Force 44 (Freeman
9). AssistsSan Jose St. 17 (Quinet 5),
Air Force 17 (Reese 5). Total foulsSan
Jose St. 22, Air Force 25. A-7I9.

PHOTO By CHARLES SLAY Spartan Daily
SJSU’s Amy Bankston returns a serve from Portland’s Stacy Stewart with a blinding forehand.

Pilots bomb SJSU
By Mark Steidel
Spartan Daily Staff Mae,
Fresh from it 9-0 trouncing of Sonoma State
on Tuesday, the SAO 111, State University
women’s tennis team seemed poised early
against the University of Portland Piloi5 to continue swam rolling along. Alas, despite heavy
winds, the sailing on Thursday wasn’t as
S1111/0111.
I’s
el I 0 Portland, 4-5, amidst ferocious,
hill direr lion altering winds and play that
ar I A cih Dao Nguyen described as sullering
from A "lark of [01 is
Top -seeded Spartan, Mary Tourdotte, after
A a 6 2, 6-2 victory on Tuesday, lost
to
at land’s lane Clarke, 5-7, 0-6. Totirdottes
1111S1t.111011 WAS evident on the court, screaming
init severil i mes at herself.
’’’I he W111,1 Was a 1.11 lor’ said lourtlotte,
"but I just lila los, pal len; e 111 111.11 1C1 011d SO."
Second tanked ’Titian Ainv Bankston, off
ol an easy r. ), 6 0
I IllSday, fell 6-4,

2-6, 2-6 to Portland’s Stacy Stewart. Only Sias y
Holmes and Den Wong scored singles victories
for SJSU. Holmes defeated Megan Morrow 63, 6-7, 6-4 and Wong outlasted Jill Nickel 7-5,
3-6, 6-4.
"They (Portland) won a couple of games and
their momentum got going," said Nguyen. "I
try to keep them focused, but they just got distracted.
"We need to work on our mental game."
SJSIrs doubles games proved more successful, where the Spartans won two of three
matches. Tourtlotte and Bankston rebounded
from their singles defeats to unite and beat
Portland’s Stewart and Dana Borovac, 8-6, but
SJSU needed A clean doubles sweep to walk
away with a team victory.
"Portland did a good job of adjusting to the
wind," said Nguyen. "There were the stronger
team mentally today."
lopehdly the wind will subside by Monday,
when SIMI plays their next game against
Southern Utah Al 2 p.m. At Spartan Courts.

Ex-Sharks exact revenge
against former teammates
Ill( .A4
I III o, I Ii

I’

-- Chris
Milt 1w,, ,I551515, A11(1 10) S11.11111,
in, 1
.11111 ‘serge! K tIVokrASOV
Ancl Mit hal
.1 .11 the roster anti .11,10 st 11011 110 1cS
11/1,1t k11.1WkS,
soiddri 1 Ill hey( the Clinagti W110 had their highest scoring
lilac khawks were that 1).1(1. Dianks game this se. soll They entered the
night with ,411s, 143 goals, tied
largely to I:111(.41;0s three newest
with San lose for second -fewest in
players, the team is suddenly pret
the NI11..
ty (Lon good.
-When we 1.41141’ in, I told ltie,
’1 IIC BLit khaWkS made
the trade iiist before going 4-2 on
We’ve got i good team 11111k AI
that record It (an’t
" I erten ,t road trip. While their 13-11-5
road resord is one of the NI l.’s
said [Mustily night atter he and
oI lier es Sharks hellied best, their 9 16 3 honie mark is
ago hear ’sari
’
"Nriw, the league’s worst. They had won
romg to
I 1CC1
only three times in 17
home games in the
win esets night l’hai.s
a good It
three months precedSAN JOSE
3 ing Thursday’s game.
!Tustin’ it the limed
/

( <iota 101 1 Ill 111,1
worked
-We
7 extremely hard, maybe
CHICAGO
1011
1 IIC
1 1111C
the hardest 60 111111111CS
1;110111
k11.1Ve ins
1I1C111 110111
We’ve NO11011 .111 ITV
110, 114
s1,11 r0.111C 1 al l) If,011 1.111 26. At 110111C," Hai tsbilig said. I he
1(11(11 111.01 22 ’,wt., And Sykora intensity and the enthusiasm were
and 11,111,11i
hatf a goal and an there all night..0110 II t 1114111 didn’t 111AI% has mg
\X’hile the Iola, him% ins arc. play
‘" Si ra41.1" gam,’ "01’ a ing as %sell AS they have all season,
spi11111,1 kint
the Shaiks might have teas lied a
S 2-i) .ame the deal,
new low in falling six points
ssith VI,. 11,1 It, in five ol six games behind Chicago in the race for the
the dor, IICNAk111111.1% tiepin final Western I unit cretin’ playoff
spot.
jilasing sal, is, 5
’’A big g.11111: like that and it borv‘ru ’lull:glom before the
embarrassing to play the
trade," lila, kliawks
ran.; ders
I lartsluirg said "We 1110441,411 in way I did," San Jose goalie Kelly
1 liudey said. "I’m not looking hir
sonic fresh late., who were ex,
to lie part ail the ( in ago simpathy. I believe you get what
1
WA, you deserve. I Was absolutely
thu khawks artil 1
lousy
1.1111t1411110.
;ary Suter hail /vv., r11.IIS
(leg I lawgood, Bernie Ni, holls

THURSDAY’S
RESULTS
Women’s tennts
lost to Portland 5-4
Women’s basketball
beat UNLV 80-70
Men’s basketball
beat Air Force 88-77

and Bob Fro:), ...red for the
Sharks, who
been outscored
21 ’1 in going o I so far on
road trip.
)iir guys don’t have the confidence in ear Ii other they used to
have,- «Lk ii Al Sims said. "We’re
mentally tired and forgetting our
strength, which is good defensive
hockey.Terreti has won both of
his Chicago starts 1/0111 against
the Sharks. Ile has A 5 1 (MeV’
record and 1.44 goals -against average vs. San lose.
Sykora. often I11111 lied fry
Sims, has one gaial and three asststs
with the Kis kliawks
Hen has
linir goals and wit assists suite the
deal.
"I think I played only 10
of the last 211 gaunt s with the
Sharks. It WAS 11.111. sn k01.1 s.1
"I he trade has 111, II II rs p Hid illr
me. I’m getting a flame to show
what I ran do."
Sham/ 1’1111010d A hill hart( 1:1111 10 C111.1 I 1011 With A wrist
Shot MCI I Ittlitry’s glove to bleak
ii,I I SS into the game
Sykora ’s nross inn’ teed Set up
Dair’s pow, I play goal At 14:11 of
the first period.
Sykora made it 3-0 on a
slap shot from the left r iole at
’:03 of the second. Dahlen’s
power -play
goal
gave
the
lilackhawks a 6-2 lead midway
through the third period. Suter
xlined 0111 the 11 ming.

PHOTO By Amc CRABS Spartan Daily
Two-time Sybase Open champion Michael Chang, who is ranked second in this year’s tournament, disposed of Sargis Sargsian
6-3, 6-4, Thursday night at the San Jose Arena Chang moves on to play Greg Rusedski tonight

Spartans win third straight
By Laura Vanni
Spartan Daily Staff Wrtter
Karl steels. and her three-point dim
ruled di, eveningii litositay’s basketball game aping I ’NI V
Stunt’ a apped the evening with thur
three pointers and 24 total points. AS the
Spartans beat the Reis, Is ’0-60.
With this wily And A pending victory
agamst Au I Inlni III Saturday night. the
Spartan women souls! be headed iii the
Western Athletic Conference tournament.
"We pit ked the right time to peak,"

TODAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

Baseball at Cal Poly. SLO
Women’s gymnastics
7:30 p m., Spartan Gym
Men’s gymnastics at Winter Cup
Colorado Springs, Colo.
Lasers at Colorado

Men’s tennis at UNLV
12 p.m., Spartan Courts
Baseball at Cal Poly, SLO
Women’s basketball v. Air Force
2 p.m., Event Center
Men’s basketball at UNLV
7:35 p.m., Las Vegas
Softball
Spartan Kick-off Tournament
Twin Creeks in Sunnyvale

Baseball at Cal Poly, SLO
Softball
Spartan kick-off Tournament
Twin Creeks in Sunnyvale
Sharks at Buffalo

s.1111 he.11.I a OACh. K.1tC11 ’,1111111 About 111111 41111 .1 S It tors.
SISC .11rivil their lead into the sec111111" threegarne winning streak.
Smith stressed the importance for the ond half until 1.lN1 V began to shorten
WWII II 1 11111 1011V get the fifth -plant the lead.
berth into the playoffs. but to also show*Fhe game remained uneventful until
case the strength ol the team.
late into the second half when UNLV
"With seniors on our team, they began to make a slight comeback. ’the
want to win," said Smith.
Rebels scored 21 points in
"The key to winning is our
the remaining minutes arise
seniors."
game to give the Spartans a
SPARTA Ns 70
I he Spartans found their
SLAM.
key by surging Ahead early in
"We never feel secure,"
REBELS
60 Smith said, realicing the
the first half, taking a 21-10
lead.
team will need to work to be
The Spartans showed
ready for the tournament.
their dominance over the 3 - 2! Rebels
Steele, who moved into fourth place
by outscoring them in many facets, on the SJSU
scoring list, also
including free throws and three point- knows the team needs to Improve before
ers.
the tournament begins
"I feel good about our nionientum,
The only downfall of the game was
the amount of fouls committed by each but we’re not satisfied." Steele.
Guard Kim Miller summed up the
team. The Rebels finded 19 times to the
importance of beating ’NI V. a former
Spartans 16 infractions. Forward
Michelle t lanson fouled out of the game Big West Conference opponent.
"It is a lot tougher in the WAC. We
early in the sekond half.
In the end, it was the free throws, made it key to beat every team in the Big
with the Spartans scoring 16 points and West." said Miller.
the three-point shots that helped them

